The Forms s ll rule us from their graves—notes on Common Good
Cons tu onalism1

Two of the “powerful elements of classical jurisprudence”2 discussed in the book caught my
interest, and the two – call them eidos and determina o – are related in the way in mated by
those names themselves. The following remarks contrast that ancient pair’s ontology with the
more recently ar culated phenomenon of historical ontology3 and the mode of its ar cula on,
genealogy—clavicle-in-the-cat jurisprudence, if you like.4
Eidos ﬁrst. Under Vermeule’s proposed recovery, “The [Supreme] Court’s jurisprudence on free
speech, abor on, sexual liber es, and related ma ers will prove vulnerable.” For instance the
claim “from the notorious joint opinion in Planned Parenthood v. Casey, that each individual
may ‘deﬁne one’s own concept of existence, of meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of
human life’
should be not only rejected but stamped as abominable, beyond the realm of the
acceptable forever a er.”5
Let it be anathema, so to speak. Sharp words, especially when compared to the mildness of
Jus ce Scalia’s comment on the same ma er. To read him is to know that Scalia could peel hide
when he wanted to, but all he said in Casey was “The issue is whether it is a liberty protected by
the Cons tu on of the United States. I am sure it is not. I reach that conclusion not because of
anything so exalted as my views concerning the ‘concept of existence, of meaning, of the
universe, and of the mystery of human life.’ Rather, I reach it, etc.”6
Vermeule’s retrieval eﬀort might have been sub tled The Lost Law, addressed as it is to “the
intelligent observer of the law, whether or not a lawyer, who intuits that something has gone
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very wrong with our law and our legal academy, but isn’t sure exactly how or why.”7 What went
wrong? “[T]he classical law [‘common good law’] was central to our legal world (not exclusive,
but central) during the founding era and through the nineteenth century. . . . A change
happened around the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twen eth centuries – well
a er not only adop on of the Cons tu on itself, but the adop on of its most important
amendments, such as the Reconstruc on Amendments.”8
That change was innova o, cupiditas novarum rerum—modernism. “In a conjunc on of
interest based on opposite mo ves, progressives and libertarians tend to portray that world
[the cons tu onal world of Lochner v. New York, 1937] as highly restric ve of governmental
authority – progressives because they want to emphasize the need to break with the past,
libertarians because they want to disguise as originalist and tradi onal their a empt to sharply
restrict the ruling power of the state, an approach that is in fact innova ve and modernist.”9
Vermeule’s common good cons tu onalism rejects the throughline of modernism, viz.: “the
progressives’ overarching sacramental narra ve, the relentless expansion of individualis c
autonomy;” a narra ve which treats “cons tu onal law as an engine of con nual libera on, or
of equaliza on;” a program in pursuit of “libera ng individuals from the unchosen bonds of
tradi on, family, religion, economic circumstances, and even biology.” That is to say a
“Whiggish ‘living cons tu onalism’ that promotes individualism, radical autonomy, and
iden tarian egalitarianism – the aims of the progressive movement in the Anglophone world.”10
For Vermeule individualis c, egalitarian, radical autonomy is not the true Jacob, the authen c
for-the-sake-of-which, the Worumwillen proper to human being; rather, the proper telos is the
common good:
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“In brief, the common good is, for the purposes of the cons tu onal lawyer, the
ﬂourishing of a well-ordered poli cal community. The common good is unitary
and indivisible, not an aggrega on of individual u li es. In its temporal aspect it
represents the highest felicity or happiness of the whole poli cal community,
which is also the highest good of the individuals comprising that community. . .
Rights, properly understood, are always ordered to the common good and that
common good is the highest individual interest.”11
Again, “the common good . . . is the good proper to, and a ainable only by, the community. . .
the common good is also a good for individuals, indeed their highest good, but the common
good is not produced by the summa on of individual goods.” Holmes was mistaken to be
skep cal that “there exists an objec ve common good that transcends human will;” because
“law has a real nature, an objec ve integrity that transcends the par culars of any given
cons tu onal order.” 12 (my emphasis)
Maybe now it’s clear why the term eidos ﬁts this element. The real, objec ve, transcendent
common good is ontologically prior to individual human beings: “human ﬂourishing, including
the ﬂourishing of individuals, is itself essen ally, not merely con ngently, dependent upon the
ﬂourishing of the poli cal communi es (including ruling authori es) within which humans are
always born, found, and embedded;”13 and ontologically prior to any par cular avatar of itself:
“The common good in its capacity as the fundamental end of temporal government shapes and
constrains, but does not fully determine, the nature of ins tu ons and the alloca on of
lawmaking authority between and among them in any given polity.”14
On this view individuals are like sterēsis-in-hulē pinin’ for the orms.15 Moreover, because the
common good is the highest good for each person persons are in that respect homogeneous
and fungible; and to hold that persons may determine for themselves an idiosyncra c highest
good or interest is in deroga on of the common good; therefore ‘abominable, beyond the realm
of the acceptable forever.’ Yet though it transcends human will and individual lives the objec ve
common good does not, unlike metaphysical eidos, transcend nature, the order of ﬁnitude.
Vermeule limits his account “to the secondary ends of the poli cal community: its temporal
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felicity, the order of nature rather than the order of grace.” He says accordingly, “I neither need
advance, nor do advance, any par cular account of ul mate ends, and nothing in my claims
depends on such an account.”16
On to determina o. How to actualize, opera onalize, eﬀectuate—how hale a transcendent
something here, for use? “Legislators and execu ve agents as well as judges ought to interpret
cons tu onal principles in light of the common good;” i.e., “ascertain the content of the
common good,” engage in “reasonable speciﬁca ons of legal principles – what the classical
tradi on calls determina ones or determina ons.”17 Determina on is “the process of giving
content to a general principle drawn from a higher source of law, making it concrete in
applica on to par cular local circumstances or problems.”18 To illustrate the method of
determina o Vermeule invokes Aquinas on the two ways in which posi ve law might be derived
from natural law. In his quota on of Summa Theologica Vermeule emphasizes with italics the
second way:
“The second way [“a speciﬁc applica on of that which is expressed in general
terms;” sicut determina ones quaedam aliquorum communium] is like that by
which, in the arts, general ideas are made par cular as to details [formae
communes determinantur ad aliquid speciale]: for example, the cra sman needs
to turn the general idea of a house into the shape of this or that house [sicut
ar fex formam communem domus necesse est quod determinet ad hanc vel
illam domus ﬁguram].”19
Heidegger calls that way ‘produc ve comportment,’ herstellendes Verhalten; and claims that
“the basic ontological determina ons [Grundbes mmungen] of a being grow universally out of
this horizon,” that is, “the horizon of understanding . . . the Dasein [human existence] as
produc ve [her-stellende].”20 Heidegger claimed to prove, in outline at least, that “the chief
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ancient determina ons [an ken Hauptbes mmungen] for the thingness or reality of a being
originate in produc ve ac vity, the comprehension of being by way of produc on.”21
“What is formed is, as we can also say, a shaped product. The po er forms a
vase out of clay. All forming of shaped products is eﬀected by using an image
[eines Bildes], in the sense of a model [des Vorbildes], as guide and standard. The
thing is produced by looking to the an cipated look [vorweggenommene
Aussehen] of what is to be produced by shaping, forming. It is this an cipated
look of the thing, sighted beforehand [vorweggenommene und zuvor gesichtete
Aussehen], that the Greeks mean ontologically by eidos, idea.”22
But where does this appari on itself come from? Heidegger reconstructs the Greek account:
“We will now a empt to reﬂect on the Aristotelian-Platonic determina on of the essen ality of
the essence [Bes mmung der Wesenheit des Wesens].”23
―Stop for a moment. Is this really necessary? Can’t we skip Greek ontology and return to Con
Law? No, not if we want to see the point of divergence between the classical understanding of
eidos/determina o (which is Vermeule’s—and Langdell’s and Blackstone’s and Coke’s) and the
no on of descent of the present, historical ontology. So, con permiso, back to Heidegger.
“The ‘essence’ [»Wesen«] of a thing, so it is said, is one and universal and applies
to the many par cular instances. . . . The essence is that from which a par cular
thing, and indeed what it is, has its origin, whence it derives. Therefore the
essence of a thing, of any par cular whatever, can be conceived as that which
the thing itself already in a certain sense ‘was’ before it became the singular
thing it ‘is.’ For if there were not already – no ma er how – something like table
in general [Tisch überhaupt; cf. forma communis domus] then never could any
par cular table be fabricated; what the par cular table is supposed to be as a
table would be altogether lacking. Therefore Aristotle also conceived the
essence as the Being (εἶναι) of the par cular being, what it – the par cular –
already was (τί ἦν) before it became this par cular. The essence was thus
expressed accordingly: τὸ τί ἦν εἶναι.”24
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Recapitula ng, “An individual house is not ﬁrst [ist nicht erst] a house as an individual thing, but
what it is as this individual thing, namely ‘house,’ was already [war schon].”
Now here comes the point of divergence: “And that was, not because there were already other
individual houses before this one [my emphasis], but because, in order for this or that house to
become and be what it is, something like ‘house in general’ [»Haus überhaupt«] must exist and
be given,”25 ‘House in general’ is ontologically prior to houses; a history of houses might be
a empted but ‘house in general’ has no history, it always already was, it pre-exists houses. One
might well ask,
“How could the essence ‘table,’ what a table is, be determined and set forth at all
if we did not encounter in advance at least one single real table, on the basis of
which – by means of so-called ‘abstrac on’ – we draw out and read oﬀ the
general essence ‘table’ and disregard the par culari es of any individual table?
But then again, we have to ask, where would this one single table – as table –
come from if the idea of what a table is in general were not already guiding its
very fabrica on and realiza on? Must the idea ‘table’ not be brought forth in
advance even for the ﬁrst of all tables to be cra ed? Or do both of these go hand
in hand? In any case, is the grasping of the essence not of such a kind that, as
grasping, in a certain sense it ﬁrst ‘brings forth’ the essence and does not
somehow patch it together [zusammenﬂickt] subsequently, out of already
present at hand single cases [aus denschon vorhandenen Einzelfällen].”26
So how does the grasping of the essence, Erfassung des Wesens, take place?27 We see it in our
‘mind’s eye.’
“The an cipated look, the proto-typical image, shows the thing as what it is
before the produc on and how it is supposed to look as a product. The
an cipated look has not yet been externalized as something formed, actual, but
is the image of imag-ina on, of fantasy, phantasia, as the Greeks say—that which
forming brings freely to sight, that which is sighted. . . . Here it may already be
of his study.” Daniel J. Boors n, The Mysterious Science of the Law: An Essay on Blackstone’s Commentaries (1941)
41-42, 28.
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seen that the phenomenon of sight which pertains to producing comes forward
in characterizing the whatness of a thing as eidos. In the process of producing,
that which the thing was is already sighted beforehand. Hence the pre-eminence
of all these expressions in Greek ontology: idea, eidos, theorein. Plato and
Aristotle speak of omma tes psuches, the soul’s eye, which sees being.”28
This is a picture-theory of ac on. There arises – no ma er how – an image in our thinking
which we catch sight of and then opera onalize, eﬀectuate, concre ze, make present, produce,
etc. Waiving other grounds of objec on to such a theory I want only to confront the doctrine of
the essence, Wesen, eidos, ‘the is that already was,’ with the phenomenon of historical ontology
through the tes mony of its ‘priests,’ the genealogists.
Nietzsche says the essays in his genealogy book are dedicated to ‘hypotheses of origin,’
Herkun s-Hypothesen.29 The result of that work, as of any competent genealogist’s work, is the
discovery, as Foucault puts it, “that behind things there is an altogether other thing. Not at all
their dateless, essen al secret. But the secret that they have no essence; or that their essence
[their ‘is that already was’] was put together part by part from mutually alien images.”30
Mutually alien because each component image, itself an ‘is that already was,’ has its own
history that can be traced back, as Geuss says, “through a series of ramifying ancestors, never
encountering a single, natural, original, absolute star ng point.”31 Never encountering τὸ τί ἦν
εἶναι schlechthin. It’s heterogeneity all the way back.32
An example – also from an quity – of the historical descent of a mental picture bears the telling
label ‘Inherited Conglomerate’:
“In the previous chapters of this book I have tried to illustrate within a par cular
ﬁeld of belief the slow, age-long building up, out of the deposit le by successive
religious movements, of what Gilbert Murray in a recently published lecture has
called ‘the Inherited Conglomerate.’ The geological metaphor is apt, for religious
growth is geological: its principle is, on the whole and with excep ons,
agglomera on, not subs tu on. A new belief-pa ern very seldom eﬀaces
28
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completely the pa ern that was there before: either the old lives on as an
element in the new—some mes an unconfessed and half-unconscious
element—or else the two persist side by side, logically incompa ble, but
contemporaneously accepted by diﬀerent individuals or even by the same
individual. As an example of the ﬁrst situa on, we have seen how Homeric
no ons like ate were taken up into, and transformed by, the archaic guilt-culture.
As an example of the second, we have seen how the Classical Age inherited a
whole series of inconsistent pictures of the ‘soul’ or ‘self’—the living corpse in
the grave, the shadowy image in Hades, the perishable breath that is spilt in the
air or absorbed in the aether, the daemon that is reborn in other bodies. Though
of varying age and derived from diﬀerent culture-pa erns, all these pictures
persisted in the background of ﬁ h-century thinking; you could take some of
them seriously, or more than one, or even all, since there was no Established
Church to assure you that this was true and the other false. On ques ons like
these there was no ‘Greek view,’ but only a muddle of conﬂic ng answers.”33
If the common good is the soul of the polity, it may be like the soul of ﬁ h-century
thinking—ask what it is and you get a muddle of conﬂic ng answers. Yet Vermeule’s project is
Aristotle’s, a striving to isolate ‘what is common to every soul’ as a kine c
being-at-work-staying-itself; its entelechy, the ac vity of eﬀec ng something’s
for-the-sake-of-which.34 On this understanding insofar as the common good is the soul of the
polity the law, its human agents, and its human subjects are the eﬀectors, the organs which that
entelechy procures for itself.35
“Characteris cally,” Geuss writes,
“a genealogy takes as the object of study some deeply entrenched contemporary
item or phenomenon: a prac ce, ins tu on, or iden ty—such as Chris anity,
democracy, the prison system, the ‘clinical’ system of organizing medical research
and care—that presents itself as unitary and coherent in that all of its parts ﬁt
33

E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irra onal ([1951] 1966) 179-180. On Chris anity as inherited conglomerate see
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(1999).
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ﬁrst kind of a natural, organized body.” Aristotle’s On the Soul and On Memory and Recollec on (tr. Joe Sachs 2004)
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412b.
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sich Organe, nicht werden Organe mit Fähigkeiten . . . ausgesta et].” Mar n Heidegger, The Fundamental Concepts
of Metaphysics: World, Finitude, Solitude (tr. William McNeill and Nicholas Waker 1995) 221-222. GA 29/30: 324:
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together smoothly and naturally. The item in ques on also presents itself as
having a single, clear unitary ra onale, on the basis of which one can come to a
rela vely straigh orward evalua on of it.”36
Or, as in Vermeule’s protrep c, resume deploying straigh orwardly for legal decision-making.
And people tend to assume, Guess con nues, “that even if such phenomena have had a
complex and even ul history, their essen al deﬁning features can be traced back con nuously
to a single unitary point of origina on.”37 Whereas in truth and in fact – so goes the traverse –
each such phenomenon “results from a complicated historical process in which originally
completely dis nct elements . . . come to be conjoined. These elements in their original context
o en had completely diﬀerent ra onales.”38 Geuss’s point is “precisely the lack of a single
unitary intui on informing these various concep ons.”39 Of the no on of public, common good
he concludes that for the foreseeable future, “we will be stuck with a welter of various kinds of
goods, some private, some public, with no clear principle for structuring them under a single
concep on of a unitary public good.”40
Why not? Short answer: heterogeneity all the way down. And this answer illuminates why
Vermeule condemns in the strongest terms the claim that each individual may ‘deﬁne one’s own
concept of existence, of meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of human life.’41 Geuss
writes,
“One thing we know about the poli cal and social world is that it is a large,
unsurveyable, and extremely unwieldy object that seems some mes to be
hopelessly inert and at others surprisingly mercurial. We also know that it is
composed of highly disparate parts that seem to operate very diﬀerently from
one another, almost to stand under diﬀerent laws. Finally, we know only too well
36

Public Goods, Private Goods viii-ix.
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39
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that we are grossly ignorant of how these laws actually operate and what
mechanisms could be employed eﬀec vely to bring about par cular desired
results. . . . the central problem is not moral failing but the mere existence of an
unstructured world with separate, epistemically mutually opaque centers of
independent power and ini a ve, pursuing courses of ac on that are not
unreasonable in the circumstances.”42
Furthermore, at the level of individual human beings these centers of independent power and
ini a ve are epistemically self-opaque because heterogeneous—”if no individual has a single
unitary self-consciousness but we are all more or less gerry-rigged, mul layered collec ons of
psychic systems moved by obscure and irreducibly contradictory impulses, why then should one
expect any society to be self-transparent in its pursuit of completely unitary goals?”43 On
Vermeule’s view such an irreducibly dissonant congeries must be rejected as too fragmented
and shaky to support the one highest good, unitary and knowable, in every person.
Vermeule implicitly denies the existence of an irreducibly heterogeneous social world. He makes
sense of our present distress with the no on that we have lost sight of the real structure
because of moral failing – willfulness and selﬁshness and vanity – and that we need to rescue
the true vision. So Vermeule works to restore the common good as archē – origin and
ordering44 – of American law. This is, again, descended from Aristotle’s project: “The idea that
there was a harmonious ﬁt between social roles, the structure of the human mind, and nature .
. . in its most complete and comfor ng form . . . was almost an Aristotelian speciality, one that
was to prove immeasurably inﬂuen al.”45
More par cularly, as suggested above, Vermeule’s project is “only con nuing and developing a
habit of mind as old as the common law itself.”46 Even older. Pocock writes,
“The common law was by deﬁni on immemorial custom. For hundreds of years
before Coke and [Sir John] Davies it had been accepted, by an assump on
42
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common in medieval thought, that English law was jus non scriptum and that the
func on of the courts was to declare the ancient custom of the realm. Even
statutes could be so interpreted, and Coke eagerly takes at least the earliest of
them to be declaratory judgments. Innumerable decisions were consequently on
record as declaring that everything which they contained, down to the most
minute and complex technicality, had formed part of the custom of England from
me out of mind; or at least so the common lawyers read them to mean, and this
fact is at the root of their interpreta on of history. They took everything in the
records of the common law to be immemorial, and they treated every piece of
evidence in those records as a declara on of what was already immemorial . . .”47
For Coke and Davies and their contemporaries the common law had always been exactly as
they, from the abyss of me, had received it—the is that already was, τὸ τί ἦν εἶναι; their legal
decisions having the status of non-innova ng determina ons of that prius.
What happened next was the discovery of feudalism; notably by the Scot Thomas Craig
(1538-1608) and the Englishman Henry Spelman (1562-1641). In his wri ngs Spelman more
than once
“shows himself capable of dis nguishing between the Germanic, civil, canon and
feudal elements in common law and studying par cular aspects of legal and
juridical history in terms of their successive inﬂuences. . . . There was nothing in
the common law which Spelman need regard as immemorial, and he had
dissolved the no on of custom into a series of inﬂuences of diverse origin.”48
So ‘ancient cons tu on’ and ‘feudal law’ can be taken as rubrics for two incompa ble habits of
legal minds; the former with roots in medieval thought, the la er developing no earlier than the
seventeenth century. Eidos/determina o and historical ontology can then be taken together as
a scaled-up version of the same incompa bility; as a polarity49 or a thema-an thema couple.50
Two habits of thought compe ng for reinforcement, o en within the same mind—that peculiar
arrangement where “Beyond the dynamics of this compe on itself, no one is in charge.”51
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